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t’s no wonder Julene Samuels is so excited to
have a barn— and her two thoroughbreds and
a quarter horse— right across the street. As a
solo practitioner in a thriving cosmetic surgery
practice, her days routinely start before 8:00 a.m.
and end twelve to fourteen hours later: “It’s often
dark when I get up and getting dark when I drive
home,” she laughs. Add to that the travel she does
as an educator and consultant for several medical
device companies and as a clinical investigator for
Allergan, Syneron Candela, BTL and InMode and
her enthusiasm over having daily access to her
horses makes sense. “I still remember how excited
I was when we first moved out here and I could get
up in the morning, walk across the street and feed
the horses,” she says. “There’s something magical
about mornings in a barn.... It makes the balance
of my life work.”

There’s
something
magical about
mornings in
a barn. Going
over there just
centers me.
It makes the
balance of my
life work.”
Balancing her busy life includes juggling not just surgical and non-surgical
patients, but also the time she spends
traveling and educating other medical
practitioners as a consultant and clinical
investigator. She is adamant, though, that
she make time for the research and educational roles that give her national exposure and involvement.
“One of the biggest reasons that I have
devoted so much time to working with
product and device manufacturers was
that I wanted to be a part of shaping the
future of my specialty,” she says. Julene
has been a key opinion leader and consultant on body-sculpting technology, a leader in vaginal rejuvenation techniques and
an innovator in laser facial rejuvenation.
While some surgeons bristle at the
thought of a surgeon spearheading nonsurgical research and technology, she adamantly disagrees with that thinking: “Part
of the rapid increase in non-surgical technologies is due to the fact that patients
themselves demanded it,” she says. “They
quite frankly insisted that doctors and device manufacturers come up with new and
less invasive solutions to common problems,” she says. “Since surgeons have the
most knowledge of many different parts
of the body, it’s my opinion that we should
be leaders in the aesthetic industry.”
In between all of the studies, speaking
engagements, surgeries and procedures,
she also makes time to sneak over to the
barn just about every day. And, this year,

she decided she would go back for more
education of a different kind: “I decided to
take riding lessons again,” she says. “I decided it was something I needed to do for
myself. It’s been such a treat.”
She is currently involved in several clinical trials, one on a non-surgical urinary
incontinence procedure for women and
men which is about to be published; she
is also presenting a paper at this year’s
annual meeting of American Society of
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons. It’s a
bold move to be a surgeon speaking about
the importance of nonsurgical technology, but she doesn’t shy away from it. “I’m
also still a little bit of an anomaly,” she

says. “There aren’t a lot of other women
out in that audience. It’s still a sea of men.”
While some people would be crushed by
a schedule so demanding, Julene has carefully cultivated the balance she needs to
make it all work. “All of these relationships
we have with manufacturers and medical
experts keep my mind fresh and my creative juices flowing,” she says. “They also
provide me with endless new options I
can then present to my patients. As an aging woman myself, I certainly understand
how they feel in their own aging bodies
and I am constantly seeking better solutions for my life and for theirs.” 
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